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THE EFFECT OF NEWSPAPER PICTURE SIZE
ON READERS' ATTENTION,

RECALL AND COMPREHENSION OF STORIES

Seventy-Five Word Abstract

To determine whether the size or presence of a photograph affects
readers' attention, recall, and comprehension of a newspaper story, the design
of the front page of a daily student newspaper was modified to produce three
versions: one with a large picture, one with a small picture, and one with no
picture. Versions of the front page were alternately administered to one of three
experimental groups. In-class experiments were conducted in which 123
students were asked a number of questions about their attention, recall, and
comprehension of the story. The findings suggest that the presence of an
accompanying photograph, especially a large one, increases readers' attention,
recall and comprehension of a newspaper story.
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ABSTRACT

Picture editors and photographers have long struggled to obtain space for photo-

graphs in newspapers. However, little research has investigated the relationship between

photographs and text.

This study investigates whether the presence or size of a photograph accompanying

a story affects readers ' attention, recall, and comprehension of newspaper articles. The three

hypotheses postulated are: readers are more likely to pay attention to stories on a page which

includes a large photo than to a page containing a small photo or to a page containing no photo;

readers are more likely to recall a story accompanied by a large photo than the story

accompanied by a small photo or by no photo; and, readers will better comprehend a story

accompanied by a large photo than the story accompanied by a small photo or by no photo.

At Syracuse University, 123 undergraduate students who participated in the

experiment reported their attention, recall, and comprehension of a story on three versions

of a front page of the daily student newspaper one with a big picture, one with a small

picture and one with no picture accompanying the story.

The results support all three hypotheses. The findings imply that not only did the use

of a picture make people read, recall, and comprehend news stories, but that the use of a larger

picture appears to be related to greater recall and comprehension of the story. The presence

of a larger picture causes readers to read more of accompanying story resulting in a greater

recall and better comprehension of the story, than when the effects of each were examined

individually.



The Effect of Newspaper Picture Size on

Readers' Attention, Recall and Comprehension of Stories

INTRODUCTION & CONCEPTUALIZATION

Pictures in newspapers today are not simply supplements to stories of the day

or decorative art. Although they often accompany stories, newspaper photographs

themselves are sources of information to readers. Newspapers in the last 20 years

have increasingly demonstrated a tendency to use more and larger photographs.

Both photojournalism books and general opinion support the notion that

photographs have overwhelming appeal. Several research studies have determined

that not only do people read and obtain information from photographs, but that

stories accompanied by a photograph have greater readership than other stories,1 and

that the use of a large photograph appears to be associated with increased recall of

facts from a news story.2 Wilson Hicks, executive editor at Life during the late 30s,

wrote that "the picture is almost invariably read first; the common habit is for the

reader's eyes to move back and forth from picture to words and back again to picture

until the meaning is expressed in each medium."3

However, there has been limited research in the area of photojournalism

examining the relationship between newspaper photographs accompanied by stories

and readers' comprehension of those stories. Keith Kenney points out that picture

editors' requests for maintaining or increasing the size of their staffs and for

additional space for photographs would more likely be approved if their arguments

were supported by research.4



This thesis investigates whether the use of photographs actually does result in

readers paying more attention to and exhibiting better recall and comprehension of

newspaper stories. Finberg and Itule stress that when a strong visual is used as a

dominant element on a page, it becomes a magnet, pulling in readers to the text.5/I
Although readers' attention, recall, and comprehension may be influenced by other

factors such as headlines, illustrations, positions of stories, subject matter, or interest,

this study will examine the influence of the size of the accompanying photograph on

attention, recall and comprehension.

Prior studies have demonstrated that photographs in newspapers draw readers'

attention more than words. Newspaper researcher Chic Bain found that "larger

pictures attract readers to an accompanying story better than smaller pictures, and

hold the readers' attention deeper into the tie-in story."6 In an investigation of the

effects of a dominant photograph on the agenda-setting function of the press, Wayne

Wanta noted that "a large photograph breaks up the grayness of a page and is pleasing

to a reader's eye."7 The implication is that the readers are forced to pay more

attention to the page with a large photograph taking up a large area of space on the

page. Rita Wolf and Gerald L. Grotta have also found that large photographs increase

readership and recall of the facts from stories they accompany.8 Sharon Polansky's

finding, cited by Ken Kobre, supports the notion that increasing picture size also

increases attention to a picture.9

These studies reached similar conclusions about the influence of a large

photograph on readership. However, the conceptualizations and operationalizations

of readers' attention differed. In Wolf and Grotta's investigation, subjects' readership

was measured by asking questions about four stories on the front page. Respondents

were given four choices read thoroughly, read casually, read superficially, and

not read at all to determine how much of a story they read.



Baxter and his colleagues measured both media salience and self-reported

readership, which approximated the conceptualization of "attention" in this study.

The researchers investigated self-reported readership and media salience, defined as a

reader's feeling of psychological closeness to the news item, or a kind of active

awareness of the story's existence, separately. Self-reported readership was measured

by a series of direct questions about headline, photograph, caption, and story. The

results indicate that the presence and the size of the photograph did play a role in

increasing salience and readership of accompanying news stories. Sanders' study

found that three times as many men and four times as many women look at the

average one-column picture as read the average news story, and readership increases

as picture size increases.10 Arthur Rothstein makes the point that the printed page

demands an organization that will stop the reader, hold his or her interest, and

effectively display the statement made by the photojournalist.11 The importance of

using pictures to attract readers to stories in newspapers is also stressed by Kenney.12

This investigation, however, differs from those discussed before in that

"attention" is conceptualized and operationalized as the extent to which readership is

influenced by the size of the accompanying photograph. Attention in this research

focuses on both how much notice stories acquire and how much of the stories read.

It is hypothesized that:

Hypothesis 1: Readers are more likely to pay attention to the stories on a page

which includes a large photo than to those on a page with a small photo or on a

page with no photo at all.

Studies by William Baxter and his colleagues suggest that the use of a large

photograph is related to greater recall of facts in the story, picture caption, and



headline. They measured subjects' knowledge of essential facts for recall on the basis

of three questions: one about prominent facts and two about non-prominent facts.13

Education researchers Rusted and Hodgson argued that "when pictures are congruent

with text, they have generally been found to enhance performance, particularly for

textual information mirrored in the picture."14 However, unlike Baxter et al. this

study does not attempt to distinguish between recall of prominent and non-prominent

facts.

Hypothesis 2: Readers are more likely to recall a story accompanied by a large

photo than a story accompanied by a small photo or by no photo.

An examination of literature on the relationship between picture size and

reading comprehension yields conflicting results. According to Smith and Elifson,

most of the research conducted prior to the mid-1970s seems to indicate that pictures

have a negative effect on reading comprehension, while research conducted after

1975 indicates a positive relationship.15

Two studies conducted with college students confirmed a relationship between

pictures and comprehension. The investigators found that pictures accompanying text

helped students better understand the content in a college textbook.16 Yet, a study by

Smith and Elifson on the effects of pictures on reading comprehension in college

textbooks found no significant difference in the performance of two groups (one

group's books had pictures and one did not) on measures of reading comprehension

even through the students indicated a preference for material which included pictures.

A criticism of the investigations of the effects of photographs on readership

and recall of facts from a story they accompany in newspapers is that the newspaper

pages used in the investigations were redesigned. Critics argue that the investigators
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selected pictures accompanied by stories which were more interesting in order to

attract readers to those stories rather than to stories not accompanied by a picture.

One element of the NPPA (The National Press Photographers Association) Code of

Ethics specifies the role of pictures in the media pictures should help all people,

young and old, to better understand any subject in the public domain.17 The findings

discussed previously concerning the effects of pictures on reading comprehension are

not applicable to pictures effects on comprehension of newspaper stories because the

subjects were tested using college texts rather than newspapers. Therefore, the third

hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 3: Readers will better comprehend a story accompanied by a large

photo than a story accompanied by a small photo or by no photo.

The research conducted to date seems to lend support to the first two

hypotheses. This study includes a replication of previous research because it is

important to the definition of comprehension used in corroborating the third

hypothesis.

In this investigation, "attention" is defined as how much notice stories

received and how much of the noticed stories are read. Hence, it is measured by

whether or not a respondent sees the particular story headline and by the amount of

the story read. For instance, respondents were asked how much of the story

(accompanied by a large, small, or no photograph) they read. "Recall" is defined as

the degree of retrieval of information from the story. Recall is measured by

questions pertaining to two elements in the story. "Comprehension" is defined as

readers' ability to make inferences which go beyond the information given in the

stories.

5
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Since the key variable is the size of a photograph, the influence of the size of

the photograph on readers' attention, recall, and comprehension of the stories were

measured by using three versions of a front page of the Syracuse University student

newspaper, The Daily Orange. One version with a large photograph, one with a small

photograph, and one without any photograph. The three versions of the front page

generally contained the same stories and the same picture in the same positions.

Therefore, the impact of the photograph in this study is measured by what it

contributes to the verbal text, not by what they may contribute independently.



METHOD

An experiment was designed to test the effect of picture size on attention,

recall, and comprehension. The treatment for this experiment consisted of

manipulations of the front page of a selected issue (December 5, 1991) of The Daily

Orange, Syracuse University's daily student newspaper. The December 5 issue was

used since original printing plates for The Daily Orange were available, only from

December 5 and December 6 issues. The December 5 issue was assumed to have

more internal validity than the December 6 issue since the December 6 paper was the

semester's last issue. The front page was redesigned so that there were three versions

of the front page were used in the study one with a large photo, one with a small

photo, and one with no photo.

Wayne Wanta says that "dominant photographs used varied from 63.6 to 54

square inches and balanced photos used varied from 16.5 to 13.5 square inches."18

The calculated percentage ranges are from 26.5 to 22.5 percent for dominant

photographs and from 6.9 to 5.6 percent for balanced photographs, based on a 13-by-

21 inch size broadsheet newspaper with 0.5 inch margins (Total available space is

240 square inches). In a 11.5-by-17 inch size tabloid newspaper with 0.5 inch

margins (Total space is 168 square inches), large photographs vary from 44.28 to

30.52 square inches, and small photographs vary from 11.17 to 4.17 square inches.

The percentages are from 26.4 to 18.2 percent for large photographs, and from 6.7 to

2.5 percent for small photographs.

Woodburn says "a photograph's size and its subject matter are provably the

most important elements which affect readership of newspaper pictures."19 The first

step in designing the experimental front page of The Daily Orange was an article



selection survey conducted at the Syracuse University's Schine Student Center

between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.. Since lunch usually brings in a greatly increased

number of people to the place, the survey period was judged to be the best time period

during which to survey a sample of diversely distributed subjects. Twenty students

were randomly intercepted and asked to rate their interest in 20 story headlines on a

scale of 1 to 10 (10 being highest). These were headlines of stories which had been

published in The Daily Orange between September, 1991, and February, 1992.

The means of the twenty titles ranged from 3.83 to 8.1. From this distribution,

five stories whose means were between 6 and 7 were chosen for the stimulus front

page. Stories with very high or very low means were not selected for the design in an

attempt to minimize bias.

The headlines of the five stories selected are as follows: "Music students

stage sit-in" (6.55); "Security revises escort program" (6.75); "SU faculty members

favor report: Shaw praised for positive message" (6.6); "New emergency line speeds

on-campus aid"(6.9); and "Lack of student interest plagues budget forums" (6.3).

Because of space limitations and to avoid subject repetition, "the New emergency line

speed on-campus aid" story was excluded. The title of "Music students stage sit-in"

was changed to "School of Music students protest" due to the limited space for

redesign.

A questionnaire was also designed to elicit subjects' response to the size of a

photograph on the front page. The questions were written to obtain the following

information: whether subjects noticed the presence of the story and how much of

each s tory in the newspaper was read (attention); how well the content of each story

was retrieved by a respondent (recall); how well each story was understood

(comprehension); the respondent's rating (on a one-to-five scale, five being highest)

of the level of interest in each story; and individual subject differences, such as
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gender, school year, how often a respondent read The Daily Orange during the past

week, which sections of the newspaper respondents were interested in reading, what

makes them read a particular story in the newspaper, and major.

The first draft of the questionnaire was developed through two pilot tests. On

April 1, 1992, an in-class pilot study was performed with b7 students who enrolled in

an introductory communications class. Three versions of a mock-up page of The

Daily Orange were distributed randomly, and students were asked to read the

newspaper and answer a number of questdons related to the stories in it. In this pilot

study, the results were as expected. More students who saw a larger picture indicated

that they noticed the headline of the story and also gave correct responses for recall

and comprehension questions compared to those who saw a small picture or no photo

on the front page.

In the second pilot test, six graduate students who had already taken one or

more research classes were asked to read, answer the questionnaire within a timed

period, and make comments. From this test, 15 minute was decided as an

appropriate newspaper reading time. The results were very similar to that of the first

test.

After the pilot studies, changes were made to the questionnaire to ensure that

it contained an equal number of questions pertaining to each variable thus making

certain that the measuring instrument balanced, and to ensure for valid statistical

results an equal number of choices for each question.. The questionnaire in its final

form consisted of seven pages containing questions about six stories and a section

pertaining to respondents' demographic information. Questions on six stories rather

than only about three stories from the front page were incorporated to increase the

validity of the results. The rationale was that if respondents had been asked to

9
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respond to questions about only three front page stories, they might recognize the

purpose of the study.

"Attention" was measured by two questions: one with a yes/no response and

the other one with multiple responses to indicate the amount of the story read. In

order to measure "recall," and "comprehension," two questions with multiple

responses one correct answer, three incorrect answers, and a don't know option

were included for each variable. Two questions were developed in order to

sufficiently measure each variable. The first level question for recall and

comprehension was generated from the first half of each story, while the second one

came from the second half.

The subjects for the experiment consisted of 123 college students from several

classes at Syracuse University's Newhouse School of Public Communications. Only

the front page was altered; the reminder of the newspaper was exactly the same for all

groups. The experiment was set up in a counterbalanced design. Each student was

randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups. Subjects received large,

small or no picture front pages in rotation. The counterbalanced design allowed the

respondents to act as their own control groups. Because few of the students had any

previous journalistic experience in print media or in newspaper design, it was unlikely

that they recognized the purpose of the study. As a group, however, the students were

younger and more educated than the general public.

The respondents were instructed to read The Daily Orange for 15 minutes as

they normally would. They were not told the purpose of the study until it was over so

as not to influence their responses.20 They were also told to avoid contact with their

classmates and with other newspapers during the experiment. The reading time was

determined to be adequate from the two pilot studies in which subjects were told that

they had either 10 minutes or 20 minutes to read the newspaper. Ten minutes was

10
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found to be too short and 20 minutes too long a time period. The newspapers were

collected after 15 minutes. Students were then given the questionnaire related to the

stories in the newspaper. The students were allowed to work on the questionnaire for

five minutes. In total, the experiment took 27 minutes to conduct in each class,

inclusive of the distribution of newspapers and questionnaires, and the giving of

instructions to the students. The first question on each page asked whether or not

respondents had seen a particular story and instructed them to turn to the next page if

not. If the headline of the story given was not recognized, the respondent was not to

respond to any further questions regarding that story.

Nominal scores of 1, 2, and 3 were given to the large picture group, small

picture group and no picture group, respectively, for the statistical analysis. Also, a

nominal number was given to each response for the multiple choice questions to

calculate frequencies. The "School of Music students protest" story was the one with

photographic accompaniment to measure the three dependent variables.

Attention was measured by asking whether or not a student saw a specific

stor-y in the stimulus newspaper, and if so, how mach of the story was read. In order

to investigate students' readership of the story, the question "What part of the story

did you read?" was asked as the second measure of attention. Respondents were

given a choice of four responses: (1) only the headline and/or a couple of sentences;

(2) about one third of the story; (3) about two thirds of the story; or (4) almost all.

Factual recall was measured by asking two questions directly related to the

text. The first question could be answered by a respondent who read at least the first

half of a story while the second was related to factual information contained in the

later portion of a story. For example, in responding to questions related to the story

"School of Music students protest," respondents were asked how many people

participated in the sit-in (the correct answer of about 40 people came from the first

11
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half of the story). The answer to the second question regarding the director's concern

that the school would become smaller came from the second half of the story.

Subjects were also asked to respond to twO questions designed to measure

comprehension. These were not derived precisely from factual material contained in

the text but were designed to measure the respondents' ability to make inferences

about likely outcomes based on information contained within the stories. Both

comprehension questions asked respondents what possible outcomes were suggested

by the stories and offered five response options, including a "don't know" option.

The last item on each page asked respondents to rate their interest in each

story on a scale of one to five ( five being highest). This was to assess whether there

might be an interest bias. Since all three stories on the front page earned very similar

interest means ( School of Music Student protest 2.14; SU Security 2.29; and Budget

Forums 2.09), the story selection for this experiment may be regarded as having no

interest bias.

Responses were divided into three categories: "correct," "incorrect" and

"don't know." The responding frequencies and percentages for each item were

calculated. For this analysis, percentages and chi-square were used. Because the

percentage of "incorrect" response was extremely low, these response categories were

combined with the "don't know" option as all were considered to be incorrect

responses.

There was a question whether the amount of story read affected recall and

comprehension instead of photograph size. Because of this concern, one more

analysis was conducted to determine each variable's effect. A score was given to

each response of subjects' recall and comprehension. This process changed nominal

data into interval data in order to calculate the mean scores of the three groups for

comparing the group differences using the F-test.

12
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Even though there were possible chi-squares to use for this analysis, the cells

dropped to lower than 5. Therefore, further analysis was conducted using means.

Plus two points (+2) was given for a correct response, zero points (0) for the selection

of "don't know," and minus two (-2) for an incorrect response. Before the data were

analyzed, a concern was that if respondents gave one correct and one incorrect

response (score 0), their score would exactly be the same as for students who gave

two "don't know" responses (score 0).

As explained above, some scores could be misinterpreted without knowing the

respondents' intention. However, after all the test results were entered in the

computer, it was decided that using this scoring method was would not be

statistically inaccurate since a very small number of the respondents had one correct

and one incorrect response for each level of the dependent variables.

From these statistical procedures, the extent of reading effect and picture size

effect on recall and comprehension were examined individually and in combination.

Each variable's combination of two measures was regarded to yield stronger results

because they came from different parts of the story. Therefore, the score ranges for

"recall" and "comprehension" were from -4 to +4.

Although each picture group consisted of 41 respondents, all the results

reported here will be based on the number of people who read the "School of Music

student protest," story which was the experimental stimulus to examine the effects of

picture size on the newspaper front page.

Means, degrees of freedom, sums of squares, mean squares, probabilities and

F-values were calculated for the different picture groups and for the extent of reading

for both scores for recall and comprehension. A 3x4 analysis of variance (ANOVA)

was performed to investigate the picture group and the amount of story read

differences.

13
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There were 55 male and 68 female respondents. They were appropriately

distributed among class levels from freshmen to college seniors. Four

respondents whose majors were related to print media such as newspaper,

pholography, and advertising were excluded from the statistical analysis. All

respondents in this study were enrolled in pmgrams not closely related to print

journalism, such as broadcasting journalism or Television, Radio & Film (TRF). Of

123 subjects, 87.7 percent were Broadcast Journalism and TRF students. The

remaining 12.3 percent were enrolled in public relations or in programs within other

colleges in the university.

Respondents were asked about the number of Syracase University student

organizations in which they were involved to determine if there was a correlation

between their involvement and their interest in campus news stories in The Daily

Orange. More than three fourths of the students were involved in more than one

student organization.

Self-reported readership of The Daily Orange was as follows: About five

percent did not read it at all; 22.8 percent read it once or twice in the week prior to the

study; 36.6 percent three or four times; and slightly more than one third (35.8 percent)

had read it daily.

With respect to which sections of The Daily Orange respondents had read

during the preceding week, about 90 percent indicated that they read the front page.

Two thirds had read "News at a Glance" and the Editorial/ letters sections. About

half of them responded that they read the comics, sports, and advertising sections.

Commentary and Photo-story sections were read by only one-third.

About two thirds said that "the headline of a story " made them read it, while

85 percent of them said that "topic of a story" attracted them to it. Ninety-five

14
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percent indicated that "position of a story" did not make any difference. About 40

percent responded that "a story accompanied by a photograph" made them read it.

"The length of a story" did not influence readership.

For statistical analysis, chi-square and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were

used to analyze whether there were significant differences among three picture

groups. Means and standard deviations were also calculated.

15



RESULTS

The findings are divided into four sections based upon attention, recall,

comprehension, and the amount of story read.

Readers' Attention to the Story

Hypothesis 1: Readers are more likely to pay attention to the stories on a page

which includes a large photo than a page with a small photo or a page with no

photo at all.

Table 1-1
Percentage 'Attention' to the story on School of Music student protest

Picture Group

First measure of
Attention

None
%
(n=41)

Small
%
(n=41)

Large
%
(n=41)

Seen 75.61 85.37 97.56

Not Seen 24.39 4.63 2.44

Total 100 100 100

X2 =8.33 df=2 p<.05

Question asked: "Did you see the story, School of Music student protest?"

16
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The first question to measure the readers' attention was "Did you see the

story, 'School of Music students protest?" Of the 41 subjects in the large picture

group, 97.56 percent noticed the story; of the small picture group 85.37 percent saw

the title; and 75.61 percent of the no picture group saw the title of the story. The chi-

square was 8.33 at the p< .05 level and demonstrated significant differences among

the three picture groups (See Table 1-1). Only subjects who saw this story were

included in further analyses.

In the large picture group, of the 40 respondents who answered that they had

noticed the story, 25 percent read only the headline or a couple of sentences; 27.5

percent read about one third of the story; 10 percent read two thirds; and 37.5 percent

read almost all of it. Of the small picture group, 34.29 percent of the 35 respondents

who saw the story title indicated that they read only the headline or a couple of

sentences ; 37.14 percent read about one third of it; 17.14 percent read two thirds; and

11.43 percent read almost all of the story.

Of the 31 people who saw the story in the no picture group, 77.42 percent

read only the headline or a couple of sentences of it; 12.90 percent read one third;

none read about two thirds; and only 9.68 percent people read almost all of the story

(See Table 1-2). Differences among the groups were significant at p<.001 and the

chi-square was 29.59. The implication is that as the size of a photograph

accompanying a story increases, the amount of the story read also increases. These

findings support the first hypothesis about the effects of picture size on readers'

attention to the story.
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Table 1-2
Percentage 'Reailership' of "School of Music student protest" Story

Second measure of
Attention: Readership

None
%
(n=31)

Picture Group

Small
%
(n=35)

Large
%
(n=40)

Headline 77.42 34.29 25.0

One third 12.9 37.14 27.5

Two thirds 0.00 17.14 10.0

Almost All 9.68 11.43 37.5

Total 100 100 100

X2=29.59 df=6 p<.001

Question asked: "What part of the story did you read?"

Readers' Recall of the Story

Hypothesis 27 Readers are more likely to recall a story accompanied by a large

photo than the story accompanied by a small photo or by no photo.

With respect to recall of factual content, the percentages of "correct,"

"incorrect" and "don't know" responses are listed in Table 2-1. Of 41 respondents,

82.50 percent of respondents in the large picture group, and 68.57 percent of in the
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small picture group, chose the correct response to the first recall measure. Only about

one third of those(35.48 percent) in the no picture group selected the correct response.

The test of factual recall shows that the bigger the picture, the more people recalled

the story (See Table 2-1). Since the calculated chi-square of 22.31 exceeds the

critical value of 18.467 at p<.001 level, the differences in observed percentages are

considered to he statistically significant.

Table 2-1
Percentage factual recall of the first item by picture group

First measure of
Recall

None
%
(n=31)

Picture Group

Small
%
(n=35)

Large
%
(n=40)

Correct 35.48 68.57 82.50

Incorrect & Don't know 64.52 31.43 17.50

Total 100 100 100

X2= 22.31 df=4 p<.001

Question asked: "How many people participated in the sit-in?"

With respect to the second recall measure, three fourths of the subjects in

large picture group, about half of those in the small picture group, and about 20

percent of those in no picture group gave the correct response. Although overall

correct response percentages are less than those for the first recall measure in all three

picture groups, the chi-square value is higher. The chi-square score of 25.30 at the



level of p<.001 demonstrated that the effect of picture size on readers' recall is

significantly different among the three picture groups (See Table 2-2).

Table 2-2
Percentage factual recall of the second item by picture group

Picture Group

Second measure of
Recall

None
%
(n=31)

Small
%
(n=35)

Large
%
(n=40)

Correct 19.35 48.57 75.00

Incorrect & Don't know 80.65 51.42 25.00

Total 100 100 100

X2=25.30 df=4 p<.001

Question asked: "What will the director of the school worry about if the School of
Music gets smaller?"

The results of the recall measures support the second hypothesis that

readers are more likely to recall a story accompanied by a large photo than the story

accompanied by a small photo or by no photo at all.

Readers' Comprehension of the Story

Hypothesis 3: Readers are more likely to comprehend a story accompanied by a

large photo than the story accompanied by a small photo or by no photo.
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In response to the first comprehension question, of 41 subjects in the large

picture group, 87.50 percetat of the subjects could infer the correct possible outcome

of the story. In the small picture group, 68.57 percent gave the correct response,

while only about a quarter of those in the no picture group answered correctly.

The chi-square of 32.77 with 4 degrees of freedom at p<.001 is greater than

the value shown in the chi-square table demonstrating that the difference is significant

(See Table 3-1).

Table 3-1
Percentage comprehension of the first item by picture group

None

Picture Group

Small Large
First level of % % %

Comprehension (n=31) (n=35) (n=40)

Correct 25.81 68.57 87.50

incorrect & Don't know 74.19 31.43 12.50

Total 100 100 100

X2=32.77 df=4 p<.001

Question asked: "What is a possible outcome suggested by the story?"

With respect to the second measure of comprehension, 80 percent of those in

the big picture group gave the correct response. The percentage was 45.71 percent in

the small picture group and 12.90 percent in the no picture group.

With 4 degrees of freedom at p<.001, the chi-square value of 35.65 explains

an even more significant result than that of the first measure of comprehension among

the three picture groups.
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The results for both measures of comprehension support the third hypothesis

that readers are more likely to comprehend stories accompanied by a large photo than

stories accompanied by a small photo or by no photo (See Table 3-2).

Table 3-2
Percentage comprehension of the second item by picture group

Second level of
Comprehension

None

(n=31)

Picture Group

Small

(n=35)

Large
%
(n=40)

Correct 12.90 45.71 80.00

Incorrect & Don't know 87.10 54.29 20.00

Total 100 100 100

X2=35.65 d.f.=4 p<.001

Question asked: "What is another possible outcome suggested by the story?"

Picture size and the extent of reading

on recall & comprehension

The results indicate that the larger the picture, the greater the recall of the

story. Not surprisingly, the more of a story read, the higher the recall. The mean

recall scores for the different photograph sizes were 1.03 (no picture group),

2.11(small picture group), and 2.96 (large picture group), respectively. In
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comparison, the recall scores related to the amount of story read were 3.55 (Almost

all), 3.20(Two thirds), 2.36(One third) and 1.04(Headline only) (See Table 4-1).

Table 4-1
Means of Recall by picture size and Extent of Reading

Extent
of
Reading

None
Means(SD)

Picture Group

Small
Means(SD)

Large
Means(SD)

Mean Recall
By Reading
Means (SD)

Headline 0.67(1.27) 1.33(1.97) 1.60(2.07) 1.04(1.67)

One third 2.00(2.31) 1.85(2.08) 3.09(1.38) 2.36(1.89)

Two thirds 0.00(0.00) 3.00(1.67) 3.50(1.00) 3.20(1.40)

Almost all 2.67(1.16) 4.00(0.00) 3.60(1.12) 3.55(1.06)

Mean Recall By
Picture Size 1.03(1.54) 2.11(1.20) 2.95(1.63)

SS MS F df p

Picture size 10.44 5.22 12.59 2 .001

Reading 60.78 20.26 7.94 3 .001

Picture size * Reading 6.57 1.31 0.51 5 .25

More importantly, the results indicate that the recall score was higher for the

larger photo and the larger amount of story read combined than for most reading or

large photo size individually. For example, for persons who read all or most of all of

the story, considering picture size, the recall mean was 3.55. For respondents who
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saw the large picture, without considering the amount of story read, the recall score

was 2.95. However, for persons who both saw the large picture and read almost all of

the story, the recall mean was 3.60.

The F-values of picture size and the extent of reading were 12.59 (df=2) and

7.94 (df=3), respectively. Both were significant at the .001 level. The F-values were

higher than the critical values in the F-test tables. Hence, both different picture size

and the amount of story read affected readers' factual recall of the story. However,

when the combination of picture size and reading were calculated on recall, the F-

value dropped to 0.51 with 5 degrees of freedom at p<.25 indicating no interaction

between the two variables (See Table 4-1).

Similarly, the results for the effect of both picture size and the amount of story

read on comprehension show that respondents who read more of the story and who

saw the larger picture had better comprehension. Those who saw no picture and who

read only the headline and/or a couple of leading sentences obtained a comprehension

mean of 0.58. Respondents who read almost all of the story and saw the big picture

had a mean score of 3.87(See Table 4-2).

The calculated F-values on comprehension were 9.56 for picture size (df=2)

and 5.33 for the extent of reading (df=3). Both picture size and the amount of story

read were significant at p<.001 level demonstrating a significant difference between

the picture groups or reading groups. F-value of 0.36 at p<.25 for the combination of

picture size and reading indicates no interaction between the two. (See Table 4-2)

There appears to be some additive effect, which differs from an interaction

effect. There is no interaction between reading and picture size because the mean of

picture size with reading is higher than means of either picture size without reading

or reading without picture size.
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Table 4-2
Means and Standard Deviations of Comprehension by picture size and the extent of
Reading

Extent
of

Reading
None
Means(SD)

Picture Group

Small Large
Means(SD) Means(SD)

Mean Comprehension
By Reading
Means(SD)

Headline 0.58(1.38) 1.50(1.51) 2.40(2.07) 1.22(1.71)

One third 1.00(1.15) 2.15(1.52) 3.27(1.35) 2.43(1.57)

Two thirds 0.00(0.00) 2.33(1.97) 3.00(2.00) 2.60(1.90)

Almost all 2.00(2.00) 4.00(0.00) 3.87(0.52) 3.64(1.00)

Mean Comprehension
By Picture Size (SD) 0.77(1.43) 2.17(1.64) 3.25(1.48)

SS MS F df

Picture size 40.29 20.15 9.56 2 .001

Reading 33.70 11.23 5.33 3 .005

Picture size * Reading 3.84 0.77 0.36 5 .25

A correlation coefficient was calculated to determine what their relationship

would be, even though there was no interaction between picture and the amount of

story read. As expected, picture size and the amount of story read were correlated at

0.46 which leads to the supposition that when the article is accompanied by a large

picture, there will be a tendency to read more of it. From the communication

perspective, this is not a causal effect. That means picture size and reading are

occurring together, but not "simultaneously in time."21 This result may be explained
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by Wilson Hicks' notion of X factor. Hicks made the point that when pictures and

words are displayed together the effects become greater than the sum of its parts.22

Demographic Information

The statistical results indicate that there were no relationships between

readers' attention, recall, and comprehension and demogaphic variables such as

gender, school year, the number of student organizations in which the respondent is

involved, self-reported readership of The Daily Orange, or preference for a specific

section of the newspaper. Individual differences were unrelated to the outcomes for

attention, recall, and comprehension by the three picture groups.

In conclusion, this experiment found that a large photograph resulted in

greater attention, recall, and comprehension of the story accompanying the picture as

compared to a story accompanied by a small or no picture on a newspaper page.
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DISCUSSION

The fundamental objective of this research was to determine whether the

presence and the size of photographs affect newspaper readers' attention, recall, and

comprehension of the stories they accompany. The findings support the three

hypotheses and reinforce the results of previous studies showing that a large picture

attracts more readers to a story, and that readers have greater recall of a story with a

large photo when compared to the same story as accompanied by a small picture or by

no photo.

The research design contributes to the validity and reliability of the results of

this study. Each of the dependent variables was synimetrically balanced in the design

of the questionnaire. The same stories and the same photo were used in the same

general position in the three versions of a newspaper used as a stimulus. To avoid

bias, the photograph used was chosen based on the results of a story selection survey.

The findings support Hicks' notion of the importance of the balance of picture

and words. In his book, Words and Pictures, the former Life executive editor

emphasized that words and pictures are equal partners. He wrote that "one of the

techniques of photojournalism is aimed at obtaining such efficient relationship of

picture and words as will produce an equilibrium between the visual image and the

auditory symbols or words. The nearer this equilibrium achieved, the nearer the

effect of the mediums in combination approaches the simultaneity of the actual

experience:13

Arthur Rothstein also proposes a similar idea that there must be an

integration by the layout artists of text and pictures so that a reader becomes aware of

the information being communicated as soon as he or she sees the newspaper page.24
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The especially cites the importance of the front page of a newspaper which attracts

readers to the paper so that they will be exposed to the advertising on the inside

pages.25 Therefore, a well-designed front page increases the newspaper's revenue.

As can be seen in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, the statistical findings on readers' recall

and comprehension by different picture size and the amount of story read supports

Hicks' conception of the significance of the picture and word balance. However,

since the advent of newspaper photography, photojournalists and picture editors have

struggled for increased use of photographs, for larger photographs, and for increased

space for those photographs.

Although this experiment used college students as subjects and a college

newspaper as the stimulus, the results indicate that the use of large photographs

encourages readers to read the text, supporting Angus McDougall's conception that

"reader interest in any photo increases as its size increases greater size, greater

res?onse." 26 He also said that "psychologically, larger size implies significance.

There will always be competition for space between the visual and the verbal, but

editors should remember that photos flag attention and increase readership of the

stories they accompany."27

Further, an additive effect between size of photograph and the amount of story

read was found. Although research on the effects of picture size on readers' attention

and recall has been conducted, this study quantitatively supports Wilson Hicks' X

factor theory. Hicks said that "there is derived out of the reader's interpretative

process an overvalue which aids and increases his understanding of the facts, ideas or

feelings conveyed to him, and enhances their sense of reality. A photographer cannot

maintain that one picture is worth ten thousand words, nor a writer that one word is

worth ten thousand pictures, if the photojournalistic form, a combination of picture

and words, is to be created effectively."28
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As Kenney and Lacy mentioned in their study,29 since the use of graphics in

newspapers is increasingly needed and wanted by advertisers and readers, newspaper

visual professionals need more area for graphics. In a 1992 study, Benson shows the

importance of a well designed newspaper front page in attracting readers to inside

pages. The Benson study indicates that persuading marginal readers to spend more

time with newspapers can increase circulation." Hence, the results of this study

suggest the use large pictures in newspapers so as to boost circulation.

Very little research has been undertaken in the field of photojournalism.

Although two of the three hypotheses were replicated, this study and previous

research in this area differ in that this study examined in-depth how accompanying

newspaper photographs help readers understand stories. There is, however, still a

need for research in the area of newspaper photography focusing on the relationship

between newspaper photographs accompanied by stories and readers' comprehension

of those stories.

In the relationship between pictures and reading, it is thought that pictures

attract newspaper readers' attention first, and then draw them to read the text. This

was not quantified in this study and may be examined in future research.

Some categories within the tables did not contain enough subjects to yield

consistent statistical results. With a larger sample, another study may more accurately

investigate the occurrence and the extent of newspaper picture effects. Newspaper

professionals may be particularly interested in such detailed differences, since the

visual and the verbal are always in competition for space in the newspaper business.

Traditionally, newspaper people have felt that photographs are used as

attractive devices in order to get people to read the newspaper. This research proves

that not only are newspaper photographs a source of information for readers about



what is happening around them, but that photographs also have a symbiotic effect of

enabling people to understand the story better. Unfortunately, some newspaper

editors still believe that the sole function of pictures is to entice readers to read

stories. One important contribution of this research is to give visual communicators,

such as picture editors and photojournalists, a strong rationale and suggested

strategies for the selection and use of pictures to better convey information.

For years newspaper professionals have intuitively known that larger pictures

attract readers to the pages. Because of this, many people recall the accompanying

articles better. The results of this study add evidence to this idea. In addition, larger

pictures aid readers' comprehension of the articles. Hence, another contribution is

that the intuitive idea that the larger the picture the better is quantified. This study

also shows that editors can make words more powerful by running pictures larger.

However, more in-depth research is necessary particularly research not limited by

the use of college students as subjects and using actual newspapers of varying

circulation as stimuli.

The implications for future research in this field are relatively clear. Future

research should focus on those aspects of the salience and consequences of the visual

components in journalism, enabling writers, editors, and photographers to more

strategically base their selections of photographs for improved communication

through the use of a combination of photographs and words. It is also necessary to

examine the current trends in the use of pictures in newspapers to better understand

editors' attitude toward newspaper photojournalism. Moreover, there is a need for

research to be conducted to find out if the quality and the nature of pictures have

major effects on the newspaper readers' comprehension of accompanying stories.

Finally, since there has been a growing realization that the proper combination

of pictures and type must become the responsibility of an experienced artist,31 more
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research studies on the newspaper designers' responsibility for giving readers more

accurate information in terms of use of pictures should be conducted.
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ben ert eligible to we the Byron, ho

The escort mime is starting new
prom. Byrne rid. Th. ottadont ex-
aria Iniletoort aryls lobes stops end
will ern Ado haat with the. Brno
said.

Musing the rare
Srmity need to wort student. by

cat, but the rotor was aimanl. Byrn.

Student. rod III. get and froso par-
tite wire try had ran drinking.

StuAleal ma...yea IA th SU craps
It ult.

1 felsslo Mount osningbrk fres
my dares; ...heron Nancy Lin rid.

There k plenty of light. and smelly. a
lot 4 pee.. sr around

I take lot ofnight classes, and own
by Shretlwro antler cll./sting; fresh-
ran Chetyl Chalon soli. -When I go to

ns nom alone....Ifool Amnon
carpus as I do on a regular stress"

Freshman Nancy Deserwass seid she
disagreed with Claxton.

The naps north sore lighth. as.
{socially co South Carpus; the said.

"You an't non th. start sire.
No, I don't for safe. Everything appears
to kw therm:

Seruity also controls Lb, Nile light
nare, which a hooked directly to the
department.

Whon that rod button on th.blut light
boats prised, aspiration rithat amen
1,1 riarlyson t to arra puterscroon
at the of6o..

Fro the tr tho button I. pried. it
tart two to tr. minute. for arrly

te arrive at the rent.
-Shoy do retard quickly; Byrnestid.
Byrnortid the other univerilles rood.

their oerwity tyre.. riter S11.1 think
this sorwity dtperrent I. one 4 the
liner In the nation; h said. "Schools
such at ARM Stat. nose to look at our
arcuity systole:

Lack of student interest
plagues budget forums
ay SHEILA DOUGMRTY
Mt. Neva Mee

hire Syrwe university tudent+
red to give kspoi about the unherolty's
plan ter cut $211seill2.n*not its budget,
according I. Student Covornaret Aro-
dation Prosliont E.Ily Zankk.

Few.tudentrilurro Warded fount on
potable buelpt cuts or rind °Deserts
to Chancel!. Konath &sick

"Students wsli be affected tho nost by
the downeiting, and fr. Ow response
has been 441.11alk: she said."' encour-
age student. to atones Meat and not to
think anything is net important enough
I. mention;

Tarr. fl,gto. eludr Os &third
Stara Coalition. said SCA airs to
rinds Attires about Ur university's
.1 wishing plars by 4ilstrizating Mors
awl reminding surreys In Or &hint
Student Cent..

In tho rat fol. yews. the unsverity
141 be a= aletely altered." the said. 'It
1. critiO4 that wo got Wont Input.'

Ni16lats..1. Wetter. dinette of nat.
ation senior also addersed the As.
sea* about a proporl allowing SU
alumni I. we Marg. and Archbald
pregame. and Ow Wear, Building
for raweetir by paying ortiriti er
annual few.

Income gontrard would he rod to
emend the ricrestional fsdlltles and
puseide Orients with urn actinthe,
Wetter tahl

Th. proposal would neer crowelinf In
themes, Brien Iturnsthiss,SGA.xecu
tine staktant, taid.

14 not fair to the atudonte* he set
Tho scras ore alivady to ductered with
porde thee in dangerous, If. tarnish,
ides'

4 1

Wetter rid he erculd consider ties
Mrostirs opinions War ashositUng

SCA then confirmed Neil Sutter as
artier .111111JIMIlef and hoard con.
linpncy moors from sint organise.
don.

Student Agerthst Drunk Driving
(SADO) requS41 13916 and received
*2861.

Syrscuso University Musical Stage
marred 08960 and received 14310.

Sow Sitra. &dry -natured 12260
end received 1610.

Soi.ty Prothosional Jorrnsfieu
nattered $1060 sod revolved $000.

Alternaltv. Orange requeethd 10000
and roctird 13080.

Undergraduates for a Better Edw.
don rerteeted 1600 and roctInd 1000.

Illsorle AZIMitill Society (HAS) -
rogues'sd taw and received 111422.

French Club neutral 1300 and re.
rind 1100.

Syracuse university kr Arr. Right.
requested 0000 but wr Oird mai

next resting.
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School of Music
students protest
Sy ILL. %IUDS
Nan Eno,

Poring eliminnion d the School
of Mogi, studento and fruity began
a tit-In perday morning in the f .
fir dthedemsoftheCellegoeflibral
and reforming Art..

AbouteOpooplesetandeeks.dros
end thetleerin Der Dated Letroje
office in Crew Cellep peterday aft
1.11.11.

Same est silently sal real bor.
and musk score. Others played in-
etromenteendeang Clatter. serop.

Lynda Marini, rnior meEcebig
inane!. adocatien and the dinner-
sr of the Scheel et Music Stoner
Gomm mit rid the 'Win will Ion
until 6 pr. rim.

'Orpouposehereisnottowhiner
to initiate sureable for whatever
moor. are oarallable.but. intake,
pent; Andy Waggoner, and en
soder refiner efrusk theory and
spokesperson for the relent germ.
mere.

The Chandlers'. Ad Hee Commit.
toodarifir theSchool of Vineland
Porforing Arts a. me of the moot
11rtenrelly healthy school. at Syn.
nue Unpretty. but tha romitro
eloorrommendedeuttingthebudget
of the &hod cif Music by S216.000
ever the non three pier.

Porible rimier. hip rd.
The committee ale. recommended

the eliminationesporin mune trot.
Airships etottingwithirstprefresh-
man

itifneoporaUmnbreboneelevel
financially nor: Marini rid.

'Wrier ddng open deal with
next to nothing:Meurer rid.

Chancellor Kenneth Shaw said ina
Daily &owe interview that SU will
have &musk programa, loth It was too
sady to tell what kind ef program it
would be.

Currently the mind employs 16
full-timefaculty.Thre are 81 rode--
ordure gni 28 graduate etudenta.

"Me feel we me not trying to be
radicalsWe areJust trying tonal.

point: rid Marshal! Minney. a
graduate student rvorreoantative to

Feall414
Met& erepodtkoe weir loth
Greer, blow deer old rale
*recede.. wk. Xrisies

portkipete I. eltIst
Wedreday la the aft. of Dr
Lorry. dor at tineCollege
Viral rod Presnoing Arr.

the student merriment. In an Inter
nor two wens sp.

If we try, or might MATO Made; ha
en rm.. Wd.'

Dean Untainted two woks
hedid net freer the ellatinetien tithe
Schen of link at 314 but that they
yoor.. wise Wu& mark their err-
tur.

1 don't realoweringofthequalityof
thematic vend; he and.

W. cm% pt any smaller; end
Gorge Premieres% director of the
School of Mona Iferedoore whined.
able tamed. avisblequality program
with ortentblee Ilk. /archer* Wind
FeeembleandtheUrernrityChomar?

In fact. without nee tli quality
mar student.. we world not ran be
able tonediriscentMardoingBand.
Ive said.

Sot Frklity's pew for err cow-
op edge Sao° ofItuoierwrighoing

SU faculty members favor report;
Shaw praised for positive message

By SH ELM DOUGHERTY

Asg. News Editor

Spore. University Chancellor Ken.
nth A.ShaVe plans for amorertudent.
centered tudversity ore nee in the
right diroction,SU &rhymes:ober rid.

Shaw rarer the faculty Monday
afternoon in Hendricks Chapel to na-
cre Ide rote. -tutoring plan for the uni
varsity ma mired positive rosponse.

Tho fondly le the hart the plan;
Shaw sd.

Shewariaor *fruity members will
he anticipating in th supported oral's.
nation program he propord. Forty
penplehreeignodhar Aped tiptoe the
progress. end 110haverrn intern in
It. In said.

°rep Pappastavrott director of the
Sorel of Mune. end he le partici patine
In the supported reignation plan. Hie
*red I. from bowler not 14.000

w ording t the repot
likuative percent of or bodpt 1. ri-

my; he oahl. "Any WA ha.. to con.
mostly from aslatiee:

Paranormal saiel he Is happy to step
down rely.

I am toffy I. do this if it mean
laringbehind enable:kind ofblune;
Is rid.

Student Ilde venire
Shaw rid hie goal Is to rake the

univeritre services awn to
student..

BeetructurIng prioritise include r-
arer funding far scholarthipe and
Ionn. Money from plant fund. and ad*
Ink funderillgo towordment and nor
acholmship,lie and.

DO.. of Winona schools and col.
logos said thay erre pleard with the
chancellor'. rare* Drld M. Rubin.
d er the Newhouse Soled 4 Pudic
C. nintisn*seldhel. rend about
Shred plena foe the university.

SU Security revises
student escort program
Pr Rd= wdridLent
Coserbeirgiritor

The Spacer Univorely Security de-
petrel anted an rent enema in
1986.They purchased ants sod hind

el. and feud. te drive it
The opt.. treneported studentefron

re pert te Bonne dark end SU Sr*
wily Capt. Michael Byrne.

Toiliiy.SU hos thsCantseburystam.
Noting to 81 millien yearly. Byrne rid.

Ire We, roam method of konsprin
dr; he rid.

In 1970, Security born a proper in
whir eloolont marshal. walk other
ardente to Jed from locations on ear-
pee Thar me earsontly 36 4.4,1.1.

od eight te 10Raidonte Student Add..

Theforort edit works doily in tears of
two fro. 6 to 11 p.m. with ens superb
...NM. &rend rift weeks free 11 ta 3
ar.Thearshala anorak at Manley
Phold Hour to reed, Byrne rid.

Student., fruity and all Ad! mar
ben an eligible to sr the syn... ho
..11.

Th. wort &Wen I. neding a new
proper. Byrne rid. Tr student tsar.
shale ell reel people tab, etre and
will err rids here with thinst Byrne
e nd.

Airing oho sorter
Security red to escort student. by

ear, but the gyn.. was rued Byrn.

Student. used it to get and from er-
re. sr when they ked bre drinking.

Studer wormed Solt the SU car pus
is eds.

feelenewhon IL ruing back from
my dare.; sophomore Nancy Lin and.

"There k plenty eflight. and usually. a
let eireple are rend:

tak hot of night dares. and over
byShave thereanlot. dlighlkig; froth.
no en Cheri Clan. said. "When I p to
paella I'm nom alone. I fed unison
raps r I der a repairer:a.'

Frain= Honey Drew.. and she
dirpord with Claxton.

The tenon needs mere lighting es-
per* South Campus; she end.

Ten can't ern en the street sign.
Nkldonlfeel ad. Everything appear
l le "brim;

Security also Oontrolo dr blue light
apt.* which is leaked directly to the
deportment.

When the red bonen on the Hue light
bon. pushed. the lention of that person
foliwooliatelyointtescestputorscreon
at the ado*

From Urdu. thebuttonio embed. It
takes nor throe ulnae. for inanity
cor to noir et doe ern.

"They& respond quickly:Byrn...id.
Byrnesald ethor =resin. model

diet security systems dter St3.1 think
this security thorn...on I. en ef
fineet in the nation; he said. "School.
such as Penn State come to look n our
arthily men.;

Lack of student interest
plagues budget forums
By SHEILA DOUGHERTY
An. N.T. ator

More Syracuse univenity students
need to give input about the universitra
plan te cut 323 anon her ite boulpt..
rending to student G.onn.M Aso*
dation Proident Entity &nick.

Fewer:lens hreattended forlorn
possible budget cur or voiced concern
to Chancellor Kenneth A. Sheer. Renick

'Students wB1 be affected the most by
the downsizing. and so far, dr reponse
burr redone; oho and. 'I corn.
ore studento fames ideas and not to
think anything Is not impertant enough
I. merlon'

Trisha Tingle. chair el the Student
&nate CnllIlon. said SGA plane to
educed. Murata about the univaiwity'o
derwiting plan by distributing films
and conducting surer in the Moine
Student Gorr.

In the nest few yen* the uriosnity
will be completely sherd; eh. rid. 'It
I. critical that we get student input.'

Menne J. Wetter. director of recre-
ation senior.. aleo arldreesed the Am.
suably th011i a pretreat Mowing SU
alumni to re Flamm and Archbald
opt neer. end dolt/ omen's Building
for nereatin by paying reeiral et.
annual fee.

Irma pawned wend too used to
emend the recreational UMW.. and
provide student. eith men actintir.
Wetter rid.

The proposal wouldreatorrowding in
therms, Brim Runner:OIL/Actor.
tive staistant. end

ire not feir to the etud ruts; he end.
Moo gyms are already so doctored with
people the& ie. dangerous. Ma tomb!.

Metter said ir would consider the
AssombLy'. *ointment.. submitting a
PtoPorl.

SGA then confirmed Neil Sutter am
eleetions ererinioner and heard con-
tinpnry mune. from nine eremite-
tione.

Student Against Drunk Miring
(SAM) ronseeted $31186 and received
$2661,

Symms University Musical Stage
remounted 88860 and received 34310.

Sour Sera Society re/rooted 32260
and reined 1680.

Sodety of Proteriral Journodiets
rqueoted 31060 and received 1000.

Ake/niers Chaney requested 30000
and moored 13080.

Undergraduates Dr a Boner Edon:E-
gon- ravened $800 mod ...Ind 1000.

Hiapartle American Society (HAS)
requeeted 38000 and received 14422.

French Club »rooted 3300 and re-
cored $100.

SyranmennivereityforAr. nal Rights
requested $000 but was bodied until

next meeting.
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School of Music
students protest
y LI. SHILEDS
Ho. Nyco,

"Ming othainetith of the &Mel
e t Moth Oaken sad Earthy bepn
e eit-in yeetraday wowing in the of.
Sea Mho thanortheCellege Withal
arul prafentim Arts.

AMMO) owththateadoelmthairs
and **Soria Dm Death LeMph
e lthe ia Come Cellar onager ed.
Mem.

Sews ara eithraly sad wad Meth
and mete mom Others played in-
e temente mdwatg Cletstathe rams.

I. Yersini, rather withering
in tenth Maratha sod the sharper-
sett of the Scheel of Music Student
Goverstraset mid the sit.in will Mt
until pee Why.

'Our purothhereis net le Wilmer
I. initiate a mega. fer whatever
mourn. are orallable,but tenth.*
mint; sid May Wagoner, and as-
sedate mime, dumb them and
eposimpareen far the atudere gram-
went.

The Chowellersh Al Hee Coma.
the timified theSthwel animal MI
Perfeming Arts as the ef the mat
enandelly ethethe at Syn-
e,- Unionity, het the me Mum
also reemunothed cutting tho braipt
Of the &Mel et Week by $211.000
over the mat Wee pan.

e ms Ihte raltalarelth cote
cramitt e alra recewiranded

thetheethatitrathemishautiosthel.
e rehlin staling with nortooM tweit-
mn dam

"Werreoperstragatharebeneelerai

thanclaily nor; Menial MA
'Rh. bees dame peal Mal Ills

rat, le nethiae.Wasom said.
Chmeenerremeth Skew aid la a

Ddly Crape latarther that 31.1
have a wrath perm. hut it was tee
* My I. WI Wad ef perm It meld
he.

"Elm that irM rm. mt. I thal
Uwe Skew wid. We mit mks up
ma Moth WS the pier are them'

Cmantlythe wheel maims 1S fail-
liweEssulty.Thereenfl eadergrade
atm and 31 graduate Minds.

'We foth ere are net trying I. be
mirthWe repast Orylagrannake
pint; said lthrehallWiaam.agradu-
rae etudentropmentethe I. the stu-
dent pratement, he =latest vlow two
weeks op.

1f m try, the sight am Idunie he
gait 'Al least we ora, dm we hied.'

Lantry said tere mas op
that he did net foram the eliminallen
el the SAW 1641 uth at SU, ten that
they wen WM Mud re-think their
Masten.

'I deal tem Iranniew tithe wrathy
of theme's &awl: he Md.

"We etet gra am so altar; thid
amp PlipplIelarms. Aimee, ef the
Shed ef Meth. 'Mere de, weevil not
be able throttle aviableanality pe.
pea with en...NM. like Orehestra.
Med Imewithe awl the Uthoreray
Chasm'

'la fact, witheut a me of nothity
meek stothan. we mad mime be
Ate I. provide dome Marching
B IM' he Md.

See frttley'stpeorfic mere mew.
age tithe &hot o Mac minter-

SU faculty members favor report;
Shaw praised for positive message

By SHELIA DOUGHERTY
Asst. New, alike

Symms* Univonery Chancellor Ken-
neth A.Shmts plans for amp atedeM
<enteral ethersity m step in the
right direction, SU faculty amber mid.

Shaw Mimo' the Sink Honda,
thurneen in Hendricks Chapel to dis.
me his othucturing Pen Era the set.
vereity awl renthed with< mom.

The family le the heart et the plan,'
Shaw .14.

Mew mid temefacedly menbent
be participating in the supported twig.
nation prams he prsperad. forty
ImPhhareeigned ha...Jawed softethe
pregrem ath 110barathwen Wrath in
it. Ite Md.

Oserp Poppeathmes. Sather ef the
Scheel Oldest.. .11b. kpaNdp164.5
in the rammed mignalith Pon. The
rah.' is tothog battpt an of 14.000
mardrag I. ths. rep&

'Nimalve percent etwarbuipt I. sal-
re be mid. 'Alm thle hr.. to eem
le telly Ma aim'

Nemeth". mid he is hmpy I.
dem early.

"I am happy le 4. thk if it -sane
leaving Wend sviableSethel eflhadr,'
he Md.

Studentorcesellth venires
Shaw sold his pal Is to wake the

miversitje earthen nwe eseewith I.
random.

Rethothering Menthe Inds& in-

armed earthing for adtelmithe and
leans. limey ben Pent funk and at&
Irak NM. teward merit mimed
sthelanhipe, he mid.

Dram et individual wheels and M-
imeo said they were Peered with the
shanallat's Mame.

David M. Rubinrthen ethe Newham.
&hod ef Public Consmodestions, end
he Is excited thee SUM Pam he the
enhemity.

"(WOW feramapie Is the haul Per
ioneration, Mich le a Pt lalltes fend,
which will aratterage latardthipti
nary pregame, Iratter adthment
rahorkithe ef Mambo eimilenth op-
perannithe Roble radd.

'5Sam4 hale thlingfer tied:114W*.
stealth. ta ram were welly fr.m th.
warthelemfeneseheel twetharerhich

smainly help Newlemeetraleala if
it ram.

TM Newhouse &heel will ramie.
=my rather then Gm a budget est,
mordent le the toped- The money will
ge leered therething the. rahathethealty,
Rubin said.

Enclemeat, **tantalite...et
Bradley J. Strait, dam 1 the Calm.

of Engthening, Mew Is ached abrade(
the future el the ethareity.

1 thirst the eltenceller gm geed
weloage."3ra16e1t 'Than wilibeeme
dreerbeakk het Ile heaths 4111 p Jest
prat.'

Straitraldhe thappeintal absentee
e choer. ballot nth., which total
42.4110,000.

SU Security revises
student escort program
g y RENEE STEVENSON
Conralueng Whrar

The Somme Unimrsity Smithy de-
partawat started aa eftert *okra I.
UNS.They mehmed Mies ead hind a
w as wth abode to drive it.

Theryster tranapertai etathate bran
the oat themtlear tbni, sahl SU Soth-
eby Cap. 4111.141117nr.

tag. Mawr liweathvbanyotall,
maths to el MOM yearly, lone

lth nth amp milted ef arseaperta
gm' he mid.

la 1WO, Semity beim a mama in
which Math( mohair yak other
rathents 10 mg 1.100 thatima awe-
pra. Than see emeatly 4*14.41.4.
and Mira te 10 &WM. Stethat Aerie-

The erra work. daily la Moe of
tee bran 4 to 11 pat. with me seperei-

Ilto mend shift mike hew 11 le 3
a.n. The manitals she rant et Meshy
Field Helm theme.. Rom said.

&Meth. fraulty and all staff um-
ber. we thipthe le me the spleen. be
and.

The men totem le Merlin nem
eam Pone MIL The stiadtht oar.

shalt ell *met people lobes rams and
will ems via haws with them lyre.
seld.

Amin the sot...
Seventy eeed to meet student. by

ner, bet the modem ems ekeemed, Irmo
Md.

Stadia& need it to pt and Erma pm
the et when they had hem thinking.

SWAM earreyed Sok the SU maps
4. sale.

'I heist. Manna awaiagbackftm
lay them: eethewere Hwy Lin seq.

gmb epithet erld wally
Ira epee/Um armee

'I We Ira delight 1111101. arel
by Um therearelete 'flight/re fithh
am Cheryl Clam Md.-Whoa I p1.
pallier= nom theraIfeel asethem
moths se I de ee regular Meet.'

?wham Mary Demme. eati the
Magma with

mama mods mre lighting m-
ortally an Sarah Canoe she said.

Y. am% wren es. the Meet err.
044.1 Mit SW sah. torythim appear.
te he a AM.,'

Sem* also oradrele the blue Keith
sythen, which Yoked Meath to Ow
deportwent.

WINO thee ned batten en the Wm light
beats pmedeal.thelecoiMmellbsi meson
le immediately eant an. putts screen
at the *foe

Tam the tine th. Meth is oohed. it
thitat two te Ume sin*. memity
tar to waive at the gem.

'Thera...mend Maly:Byrne Md.
Ronesaid the ether anemia...with

their wearily mama altar St1.1think
this eratarity dthattetent is the el the
finest in the realm' he Md. 'Sollethe
such es Penn State ram 6. leek et ear
smoky potratt.'

Lack of student interest
plagues budget forums
S y SIN LA COUGHERT
Au. N ows

blim SpaU.Ut miramity student.
newt to give anon abbot the othenity's
plan te eat US wining tran Ha Inapt,
morrow to Student Geveramat Awe-
dab. Preeident Rally Zwick

Tow staler.. Mee Mouthed ferules on
peeeible Inapt cede or

Clastwiler nom& A. Shoe, Zthiek

"Stedente oil be elothed the motley
the demaralag, end se thr, the neon.
heehaw apathetic; sloe said.1tiontar
ago stedesth 4..pU.. thee sad eel to
thee smithy is trat inpratewt twergh
is neeliera"

Tashi. Toon their et the &Meet
Senate Crathelen, mid SOA th
P eelle Mason ablest the Memityi
dorenisim thee by dienthethi
end seadestiag mom la the &line
& Meat Cather.

'In OM Pm yearn the weramity
will be omelet*, 164.14.' elw mit 'It
la MOW that we pt Praha( MM.'

Mame J. Wrath, Arena of rem.
that melees, the shamed the M.
mehly efmot impost allwrim SU
amid I. the Pampa toul Archbald
pawed.. a ned the Irmo.% Ilethiag
Ihr menthes by perm milaul
maath the

lams. genarthel wee144 to toed te
mand the mr...thrna frailities mel
pool& rawlante with Elm eettritim
Wetter eth.

The poposal meth create nothing in
**pm Irian IttimeraMSOAserast-
We withal. saki.

les era hir to the enthrta,' les aid.
The pm are alms* ea *attend with
moth that We democrat.. t0.. terrible
the

Weleor mid he meld renther the
Aweablv's opinion. balm etheitting a
mr.w.

SCA than confirmed NMI &Mem se
theratha cemalthower 141.14,...
ticerency nranews nim math..
Rant.

Student Mimi Ibunk Driving
(SADO) - re8ese1e4 113996 and waived
414P.

Some< University Naming Stage
remetted PINGO and method $4310.

Sow Sem SotheyImeasted 0310
mini earthed PM.

Sedep 16 Prelhotheal Jraonaliete -
repeeted *IMO sad reethei 11000.

Ahmed*. Orange - nesested $4000
ead mama $3010.

Uselrapaduthe for Rather Elm-
hem requeeted POO aad rewired IWO.

Hhpanic Anthem Sralety (HAT)
nerateratth 111000 ma teethed UM.

Prenah Club nemeted $300 and re.
wised $100.

rpm. Mramityter Mi. el Right.
rapeseted $100 bel U ubka

rat meting,
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